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QUESTION 1

You are building policies for a merchant to ensure PCI compliance website. 

What two action items do you write in the policy to maintain PCI compliance? 

A. Purge all webserver visitor access logs after 30 days 

B. All critical patches must be applied within 30 days or less of their availability 

C. admin users must have their own login credentials. 

D. Customers must be notified within 72 Hours of a data breach. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

The merchant in the United States plans to launch a B2B website with a unique catalog structure. The B2B website
must be available to Canada and Mexico. 

Canada and Mexico will utilize a new payment gateway. United States customers will have different pricing than Canada
and Mexico. 

What is the minimum number of combinations necessary to add accomplish the requirements? 

A. Three websites three store views 

B. website, one store, three store 

C. two stores, three store views 

D. One website, two stores three store views 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A merchant is using Magento to manage inventory. The procurement department needs to see which products in the
Clotting attribute set have fewer than 50 items in stock while eliminating all unnecessary columns. How do you do this? 

A. Install a 3rd-party module to provide this report 

B. Enable the Daily Product Inventory Report email feature 

C. Navigate to the Low Stock report and enter the filtering conditions. 

D. Create a new product grid view with the necessary filters and column selections 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

A merchant has two websites, one for the US and one for the EU. 

The US website is available in English and Spanish and the EU website is available in English, Spanish and German. 

Maintaining the Spanish product localizations twice is causing a lot of duplicate work for the merchant. 

What do you recommend? 

A. Create a customization that automatically copies all content from the US Spanish store view to the EU Spanish store
view scope. 

B. Use Spanish as the default scope localization instead of English. 

C. Use an integration with a product information management system to manage the localizations. 

D. Set up Magento so both websites share the Spanish store view 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Your merchant marketing tea wants to add new CM Block, they have already created before their header showcasing a
new promotion. They have an internal developer who a unfamiliar with Magento and have asked for guidance on the
quickest way to implement this. 

What recommendation do you make to add the CMS Block before the Header? 

A. In design configuration, populate the Additional CMC Content field with the me new CMS Block. 

B. This can only be done with a code change to the theme followed by a deployment. 

C. Create a new CMS Static Block Widget and assign it to a layout update container. 

D. On a new category, set the Display mode to static block only and populate the Add CMS Block field with the new
CMS Block. 

Correct Answer: C 
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